Creston-Kenilworth Neighborhood Association
January 23, 2017
Shut Up and Eat 3848 SE Gladstone

Joanne Shepard, Darian Davies, Rachel Davies, David Hackney, Yashar Vasef, Jeanne de Parrie-Turner, Jason deParrie-Turner

7:00 Start meeting, Rachel asked if anyone has an addition. Jason moved to approve agenda, Darian seconds, and passed unanimous.

7:00 Community Announcements / Show and Tell
Elizabeth said the Grout meeting will be rescheduled soon.

7:04 We have a new neighborhood officer but he cannot make it because of the protests.

7:05 The Greater Brooklyn Business Association meets Feb 3rd 8-9 at Teutonic Wine (20th & Powell) for any interested business owners.

Rachel and Yashar attended a meeting at SEUplift about the truck traffic on 26th Ave. The problem is this: Brooklyn RR is in a residential area. The trucks servicing rail yard only have residential streets available to use. They are also using roads that are not designated as truck roads. Can we ask Union Pacific to train/educate folks to use 22nd rather than 26th. Reconnect the cul-de-sac to Holgate on 24th is another idea. As a community, we need to give UP motivation to alter their current behavior. We need to take some traffic counts and give alternative routes. We will publish the map and a detail of the issues on our website. Rachel is going to go into the Fred Meyer office to speak with them about employee traffic.

Board Meeting

7:38 Joanne moves to Approve minutes from previous meetings and Yashar seconds, passes unanimously.

Reports from officers and standing committees:
7:39 Treasurer previous balance 7,106.06. Two withdrawals 204.36 to Reed for clean up and KPC for NNO 150.00. Current balance is $6,751.70.

7:40 Land use, Livability, and Transportation - truck traffic around Brooklyn Rail yard update (see above).

7:51 Outreach & Communications Committee: communications funds plan for 2017: MITP ($960), and NNO ($250) ping-pong party Darian moves to approve, David seconds and unanimous passed. Outreach and Communications new chair is Jeanne deParrie-Turner. Rachel Davies is stepping down from this position. February 20th 5:00 is set for visioning meeting potluck.

8:12 Yashar has SEUL Board Update-proposed crossing rather than Holgate by multiple NA’s. SEUplift is supporting this idea.

8:19 Jeanne deParrie-Turner is nominating Elizabeth McPherson on as a board member, Jason seconds, unanimous passing.

8:20 Jason moves to Adjourn, Darian seconds and passes unanimously.

Prepared by: Jeanne deParrie-Turner